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Abstract. Experimental and calculated results yielded by the generation of trajectories 
along mobile plans (relative trajectories) corresponding to a mechanism consisting of a 
train of gears are presented. Two cases are analyzed: when the tracer point belongs to one 
gearwheel whilst the trajectory belongs to the other one and vice versa. Other cases are 
also approached. The calculated results are compared to those obtained from experiments. 
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1. Introduction 
 
In many papers papers published along 
time, many  researchers realized 
experimentaly plots generated by couples 
from various mechanisms in order to 
validate their theoretical researches. 
Many papers deal with trajectories 
described by various points belonging to 
different mechanisms. All of them refer 
to fixed plans. For example [7] is 
dedicated to the study of the influence of 
clearances from kinematic couples over 
the trajectories for a mechanism with 
stepping. Finally an optimization problem 
is approached, considering the 
minimization of errors. In [2] the 
movements from the solar system are 
considered as starting point. Afterward, 
mathematic procedures used for the 
generation of geometrical curves, based 
on the relative movement are considered. 

In [1], using the multi-body dynamic, the 
optimum trajectory of the characteristic 
point from a R-R- robot is studied. 
Experimental tests were used to validate 
the algorithm. 
In [6] and [3] details were presented with 
respect to the results of plotting couple 
curves along mobile plans. 
Modalities to obtain cycloidal curves 
along mobile plans were reported by [4]. 
A paper from the same area of interest [6] 
is dedicated to a theoretical study on the 
generation of trajectories along a mobile 
plan. They correspond to a train of 
gears.         
This paper comes to continue the paper 
referred above. It describes experimental 
results and validations of theoretical 
nature for trajectories along mobile plans. 

 
2.  Studied mechanism 
 
Figs. 1 and 2 present the kinematic 
schematic and a picture of the mechanism  

used for experiments.
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Fig. 1. 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 2. 
 
3. Results obtained when the 
trajectory is placed on the wheel 
z6 
 
Fig. 3.a depicts the curve generated by 
computer to simulate the trajectory 
plotted by the wheel 6 from Fig. 1 if the 
point E belongs to the wheel z2,  

(z1=64, z2=72, z3=40, z4=36, z5=96, 
z6=96, b=44). The experimental curve for 
the same data is represented by Fig. 4.  
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Fig. 3.a is obtained for a full rotation of 
the crank. For the second rotation the 

curve is not repeated. Instead it is 
continued as depicted by Fig. 3.b.

 
  

 
 

Fig. 3.a. 
 

 
Fig. 3.b. 

 
 

Fig. 4. 
 

The theoretical curve has two arcs in 
extension. The rest of it is fitting almost 
perfect to the experimental curve (the 
errors are generated by the procedure of 
drawing with a pencil). 

 
  
4. Other toothed wheels 
 
Other curves were obtained for different 
toothed wheels and experimental tests for 
their validation were also accomplished.   
Curves were drawn for two full rotations 
of the crank.  
The analyzed cases are given in:  
- fig. 5: (z1=64, z2=72, z3=40, z4=56, 
z5=96, z6=96, b=25; 

- fig. 6: (z1=64, z2=72, z3=40, z4=28, 
z5=96, z6=96, b=25); 
- fig. 7: (z1=96, z2=96, z3=40, z4=28, 
z5=64, z6=72, b=50); 
- fig. 8: (z1=96, z2=96, z3=36, z4=40, 
z5=64, z6=36, b=25). 
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Fig. 5. 
 

 
 

Fig. 6. 
 

 
 

Fig. 7. 
 

 
Fig. 8. 

 

The curves are not necessarily 
remarkable for their esthetic features, but 

present interest because are drawn on 
mobile plans. 
 

5. Results obtained when the 
trajectory appears on the wheel  
z2 
 

 
 
 

When the tracer point is placed on the 
wheel z6, and the trajectory is obtained 
on the wheel z2 (as in Fig. 1), other 
curves will be obtained, because the 
speed of the wheel on which plots are 
made is different from that described 
above. The images corresponding to three 
full rotations of the crank are depicted by: 
- fig. 9: (z1=64, z2=72, z3=64, z4=24, 
z5=48, z6=96, b=40); 
- fig. 10: (z1=64, z2=72, z3=64, z4=24, 
z5=96, z6=96, b=50); 

- fig. 11: (z1=96, z2=96, z3=36, z4=40, 
z5=64, z6=36, b=25); 
- fig. 12: (z1=64, z2=36, z3=40, z4=36, 
z5=96, z6=96, b=25); 
- fig. 13: (z1=96, z2=96, z3=40, z4 =28, 
z5=64, z6=72, b=50); 
- fig. 14: (z1=96, z2=96, z3=36, z4=40, 
z5=64, z6=36, b=25); 
- fig. 15: (z1=64, z2=72, z3=40, z4=56, 
z5=96, z6=96, b=25). 
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Fig. 9. 
 

 
 

Fig. 10. 
 

 

 
 

Fig. 11. 
 

 
 

 
Fig. 12. 

 

 
 

Fig. 13. 
 

 

 
 

Fig. 14. 
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Some curves are closed, others remain 
open. The factor to influence this consists 
in the number of teeth. Differences of this 
parameter were noticed because different 
speeds were used. 

 

 
Fig. 15. 

 
 

 
  
6. Conclusions 
 
- A train of gears was designed and 
implemented in order to perform 
experiments related to plots of 
trajectories on mobile plans;  

- The experimental results were in good 
agreement with the theoretical 
considerations; 
- The method was extended (in other 
papers) to the planar movement, for 
various types of mechanisms with bars. 
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